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Introduction:  Why should we spend resources on 

planetary protection, and how much resources are justi-

fied? These questions are not in a strict sense scientific 

questions, but value questions, that is, axiological ques-

tions. They are, however, central to all decisions re-

garding planetary protection and need to be considered 

thouroughly, carefully and transparently. The answers 

to these questions also need to be thoroughly motivated 

in a way that makes sense also the the world outside of 

astrobiology, both because matters having to do with 

extraterrestrial life are existentially important to any 

human on Earth, and because … that is where our 

money comes from. 

Background:  A look at some of the earliest doc-

uments, including for instance early documents from 

COSPAR and NAS, as well as articles in space science 

journals (e.g. Carl Sagan and Sidney Coleman’s semi-

nal paper from 1965 that is still referred to when de-

termining contamination levels [1]), reveals the origi-

nal aims behind planetary protection, namely a wish by 

the research community that possible life on a planet or 

moon should be unspoiled until it it has been thorough-

ly studied. 

Some complications:  A look at more recent doc-

uments official sources reveil that the aims have not 

changed substantially over time. This could be seen as 

a sign that the original aims were well formulated and 

have stood the test of time. On the other hand, if one 

has a look at other sources, especially conference 

presentations, books dealing with astrobiology and 

articles in space science and astrobiology journals, it 

stands clear that the traditional axioloigal basis for 

planetary protection has actually been questioned quite 

frequently. Some question why the protection should 

be lilmited in time. Others question why only the value 

of extraterrestrial life as study objects are considered. 

It has also been questioned whether the value of extra-

terrestrial life is just a question for astrobiologist and 

wether the result might not be different if these ques-

tions are discussed in wider circles, and whether the 

ethical implications of the questions do not in fact 

oblige us to consider these questions as being in the 

interest of all of humanity. 

In addition to the ethical implications, there is also 

a more pragmatic reason why astrobiologists should be 

interested in taking a closer look at the axiological ba-

sis for planetary protection, namely that astrobiology is 

part of a bigger world where news regarding extrater-

restrial life are met with great interest by the general 

public, where funding is ultimately depending on polit-

ical decisions, and not least where the “old” space far-

ing nations and space agencies are being followed by 

new space faring nations as well as by private initia-

tives. 

The emergence of private initiatives in space with 

the explicit aim of landing and performing operations 

on other worlds is particularly relevant for two reasons. 

I. The competitive pressure will incentivice them to 

look at all possible ways of saving. The necessity of 

strict non-contamination rules might be questioned as a 

result. II. Considering that their main aim is not to do 

science, the standard motivation for planetary protec-

tion, that possible life on a planet or moon should be 

unspoiled until it it has been thoroughly studied, might 

therefore not be a strong motivational factor for them 

to maintain high standards of planetary protection. The 

This also has political implications. Both the USA and 

Luxembourg have recently passed laws with the explic-

it purpose of liberalizing space and encourage private 

space initiatives. If the only stated reason for planetary 

protection is strictly internal to astrobiology, it will be 

very difficult for the scientific community to maintain 

its importance in the face of economic pressure. In this 

situation, the great interest in questions about extrater-

restrial life among the general public can be a great ally 

in the quest to keep extraterrestrial environments un-

spoiled, but in order to mobilise that support, it will be 

necessary to also include other values of relevance to 

the general public.  

Suggestions:  In my talk I will discuss some of the 

options when it comes to the value of extrat-terrestrial 

life and I will conclude by the following suggestions: 

1. The axiological (i.e. value) basis for planetary 

protection has to be widened to properly ac-

count for other values than just the value of ex-

traterrestrial life as study objects. 

2. This needs to be done before new players, and 

especially before commercial interests starts 

landing on potentially habitable worlds. 

3. It also needs to be done on a high politicail 

level that can, a. accommodate for a wider va-

riety of values, and b. enforce the rules in ways 

tghat cannot be done with the present system of 

internal rules. 

4. It needs to be thoroughly prepared by experts 

in astrobiology as well as other academic dis-

ciplins including the humanities and social sci-

ences. 
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